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Introduction
For the billions of people who live on
this planet, is it worth it to explore the
planets that are closest to ours? By looking
at the past, the future of space travel can be
observed through an unbiased and scientific
approach. Due to the newness of space
travel, the costs and impacts aren’t fully
known so to understand current and future
space travel, we must use historical data.
Here, the impacts of space travel both
environmental and societal are weighed to
understand what surprising costs further
and more repetitive space travel will have
and where an EIO LCA fails to understand
the costs and benefits.

Inputs
● Applicable sector used for EIO LCA
○ Guided missile and space vehicle assembly
● Pollution comes not only from launch of
2
rockets, but also production industries like
○ Power Generation
○ Petroleum refinery
○ Chemical manufacturing
○ Iron and steel mills
○ Transportation/ logistics

○ Oil and gas extraction
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Unknown Consequences
These are impacts not covered in EIO LCAs
● Effect of space debris from launches and
satellites
● Contamination of other planetary
environments from foreign earth substances
● Change from government to privatize space
programs
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The effects and cost of space travel are mostly
still unknown but by using what we now know
about growing industries in the past, it is best to
take action now rather than later. Current LCA
data on any kind of space flight is limited and
there are large holes in what is covered by an
LCA assessment that need to be addressed.

Future Work
● Research the growing field of space debris
● Create predictions of the future cost of
repetitive commercial space flights for LCA
● Explore potential benefits of space travel
● Look beyond just construction of space vehicle
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